
 

 
 
 
15 Apr 2013 

Separately Managed Account Client Letter for March 2013 
 
Fannies and Freddies 
 
Upfront: there is quite a divergence between accounts this month. This has a cause – a 
cause we have talked about before. Old accounts have much larger positions in Fannie Mae 
and Freddie Mac preferred securities than newer accounts.  
 
When we started Bronte, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac were considered forever stuffed. 
Their (non-paying) preferred securities were trading at under two cents in the dollar – and 
sometimes under one cent in the dollar. 
 
We thought that there was a reasonable chance that the losses of these Government 
Sponsored Entitites (GSEs) were overstated. John wrote a ten part blog series to that effect. 
 
In most newer accounts we continued to buy these securities but they were not so cheap so 
we purchased not so many.  
 
GSE preferred securities have appreciated sharply recently because the losses previously 
booked are beginning to be reversed. So, alas, some accounts – the old accounts – have 
done far better than recent accounts.  
 
The month we talk about in this letter is net of the GSE securities. Older clients – particularly 
in separately managed accounts – have done better than the discussion below.  
 
We consider the gain on GSE securities highly speculative. The US Government has a 
dividend-stripping arrangement that deliberately strips all profits from GSEs and prevents 
them recapitalising. As long as that arrangement stays in place these securities are 
worthless. 
 
 
Bronte Capital Amalthea Fund 
 
Somewhat unusually for an Australian fund manager we chose to establish non Australian 
domiciled funds as the first elements of our fund platform.   They followed on from the early 
success of our separately managed accounts, the performance of which we show on our 
web site http://brontecapital.com/Letters.html .   
 
We are now opening an Australian domiciled wholesale fund suitable for Australian 
“Wholesale Clients” – essentially high net worth individuals and institutions.  It will 
specifically not be open to USA investors (if it was we would not be able to mention it1) and 

1 USA rules restrict the advertising and marketing of hedge funds. 
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will have a minimum subscription amount of AUD $500,000.  Citco will be the administrator 
of the Fund and Moore Stephens will be the auditor.   
 
Running a global fund for Australian investors has not been the cleverest thing to do in the 
face of a once in a generation resources boom that has seen the economy breeze through 
the global financial crisis and Australian stocks and the Australian dollar surge. 
 
But nothing lasts forever and the era of Australian exceptionalism might be close to an end.   
 
Or maybe it isn’t!   
 
But we think that most rich Australians should hedge their exposure to their bubbleicious 
home economy and our new Amalthea Fund is a tool they can use. 
 
Monthly Performance Commentary 
 
Our USA reference SMA increased by 2.28% in March.  However it contains oversized 
position in GSE preferreds (as discussed above).  Net of that its underlying performance was 
about half a percent. 
 
Whilst our results were positive for the month when we take out the GSEs we 
underperformed global indices by close to 1.5%. Our stated performance goals are to lag 
sharply rising markets, beat falling markets and do a fair bit better than markets (hopefully 
with less volatility) over the longer run. 
 
Against what we aspire to our underlying results were (net of GSEs) marginally sub-par for 
the month but more than reasonable for the quarter. This has been a quarter in which 
markets ripped up and we kept up with the market – a quite good result for a fund manager 
whose intellectual effort is mostly put into short-selling. 
 
This was the result of a good January and an acceptable (though slightly sub-par) February 
and March.  
 
In February we reported OK sort of results and thought we got there in a low-quality way. 
Our February letter was an exercise in self-flagellation. When we make genuine mistakes we 
are inordinately hard on ourselves. [After all a realistic assessment of our weaknesses is the 
only way we know to avoid them...] 
 
For March we report less good results but got there in a higher quality way and whilst our 
numbers are not thrilling we are more than happy with the process. [Cynically this only 
means if we did anything wrong we are not smart enough to work out what it is yet.] 
 
Let’s indulge in what we did right. January 2012 (over a year ago now) was by far the 
roughest month Bronte has ever had – and we lost several percentage points in high-short 
interest North American stocks that ripped up simultaneously. This resulted us scoring 
about -6% for that month when the market went up about 5%. Trailing the market by 11% in 
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a month was a very poor result. We recovered all that shortfall (and some) over the rest of 
2012 – but it felt bad at the time and was an unforced error. 
 
In March 2013 the same phenomena was present in our US stocks – we were for instance 
short Unipixel – a company we believe to be a promote. That stock was up about fifty 
percent in the month as were several other similar high-short interest American shorts. And 
despite our exposure we managed to trail the market only by a couple of percent. We 
learned the lesson of January 2012 and we diversified our short-idea generation and hence 
largely avoided repeating our mistakes. 
 
There is no certainty in this business. The world is a complicated place and things happen 
that we don't expect. The best we can do is manage your risk, make sensible investments 
and sensible bets on the short-side and learn from our mistakes. If we do this we should 
continue to produce acceptable results and irregularly produce outstanding results.  
 
The long side of our book 
 
Whilst our shorts have often continued to cost us money we continue to get good returns 
out of our high-quality long book. The best recent return comes from Softbank – the 
Japanese tech-and-teleco conglomerate which recently bid for control of Sprint (the number 
3 US carrier). 
 
We owned Sprint and we believe Softbank got the better end of that deal. Moreover 
Softbank was cheap anyway – and their purchase of Sprint looked like a rational capital 
allocation (something that is unusual in Japan). We purchased Softbank and did not buy yen 
to fund it. The result has been more than adequate... 
 
Alas as the market rises it is harder and harder to find worthwhile long ideas. Recently we 
have purchased some big-cap French names – France being arguably the least fashionable 
market out there. [Warning: you know things are expensive when you need to go to France 
to find good value.] 
 
The two new French names are Danone – the Yoghurt/water company and Casino – an 
operator of thousands of convenience stores and a few hundred hypermarkets. Both are 
genuine multinationals though Danone has a little too much Southern European exposure 
for our taste. [By repute it also has bitter and peculiarly French internal management wars.] 
 
Casino operates hypermarkets (which are a disaster) and all those little local stores in 
French Villages that will be familiar to anyone who has been lucky enough to be a tourist in 
France. Those are very profitable. 
 
It also has a hypermarket operation in Thailand (Big C) which is performing fairly well and 
operations in Brazil.  
 
Danone's highest margin business is up-market water brands. We used to think anyone who 
purchased fancy French waters (such as Evian) was a bit of a toff. But now we own the stock 
we wish to encourage this sort of flagrant disregard for the value of money. Drink up.  
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Similarly, we use and recommend meal replacement shakes for weight loss too. This is 
correlated with our ownership of Herbalife! John has lost 15lbs through taking meal 
replacement shakes – so the recommendation is from the bottom of his (shrinking) mid-riff. 
Whatever happens some good is coming of the whole Herbalife saga. 
 
Some long-held longs are getting pricey. We used to think Google was a great stock at $550. 
In the eight hundreds we were selling it. We bought a little back when it dropped. What 
excited us a year ago no longer excites us. 
 
When it was not fashionable we thought the market was inexpensive. For a short-seller that 
is not a comfortable belief – akin to believing you are about to get run over. Now we think 
the market is fairly reasonably priced – but we are petrified of it going into bubble mode. 
Bubble mode is very uncomfortable for short-sellers. In that situation the most crappy 
stocks have valuations that get disconnected from reality and then triple. That is not much 
fun. 
 
We have entered into a modest hedge against this. We purchased some out-of-the-money 
call options over the S&P – these options were remarkably cheap against historic realised 
volatility. Whilst these options probably will not pay we are happy enough to burn maybe 
10bps per month in premium just to cover ourselves against the risk of a market-melt-up. 
Even then – if the market continues to rocket up we will under-perform. 
 
The test however is not whether we can keep up with a rising market – it is whether we can 
hold a disproportionate amount of those gains as the market falls. We think we can – and 
we have plenty of (very) good short ideas. But the proof will be in the future. 
 
Thanks again 
 
John and Simon 
 

Performance Data 2 

Portfolio Management 
 Long% Short% Net Long% 
USA Reference Account 143.22% -56.15% 87.07% 
Australian Reference Account 145.36% -56.62% 88.75% 
 
  

2 All performance data is adjusted to allow for an accrual of the annual performance fee.   All dividends 
received and earnings are retained and reinvested in the account.  The volatility of the account may differ 
materially from comparable indices.  The comparison index used by the advisor increased by 1.83% in USD and 
0.35% in AUD during the month and since inception of the account has increased by 54.2% in USD and 19.1% 
in AUD terms.  Past results are not indicative of future returns. 
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Reference Account Monthly Performance 
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